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ABSTRACT: 

The lack of public assurance in e-Commerce is not merely about value of trust but also for privacy and security of 

Electronic Commerce (e-commerce). As the number of consumersprocuring the product through e-commerce and 

the key role of E-Commerce plays in the retail market are growing rapidly. It is necessary that information over the 

network must be secured so that private (Sensitive) data on the network cannot be access by crackers/intruders at 

any cost. The information on the network should only be accessed by authorized users so that customers can do trust 

on the sites related to e-commerce. It is commonly assumed that robust security improves trust and this will 

ultimately increase the use of Electronic Commerce. This paper examines e-Commerce recent security issues and 

their solutions.To sustain in cyber world,the main requirement of e-Commerce is to be more secure in the current 

global environment. 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The power of the internet allow us inexpensive and efficient collection of vast amounts of information without 

consumers‟ consent (Chung, W. and Paynter, J. 2008). Now days „Internet‟ has become the central-hub for all. The 

Web has improved the ways in which we purchase products (e-Bay), socialize (Facebook,Orkut),understand the 

world (Sauda.com), acquire news (CNBC,NDTV),online Banking(AXIS,SBI),Online Gaming(Zapak.com), voice 

opinions (Web Logs - blogs), entertainment (everything from music downloads ), on-line Casinos(in.888.com), and 

distance education (IGNOU)”.In short we can say Web(e-commerce) is an Integral part of Business, Educational 

,Personal Life.  

 
In simple words, Electronic commerce involves purchasing and selling of goods and services over the World Wide 

Web, more and more companies are shifting their business over Internet. E-commerce provides various benefits to 

the buyers in form of availability of goods at lesser cost, broader choice and saves time. People can procure goods 

without moving out of their home or office. Similarly online services such as banking, ticketing (air, road, and 

water), bill payments (telephone, electronic), hotel booking etc. have been of tremendous benefit for the consumers. 
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   Fig 1.2 General e-Commerce process model 

 

 
E-commerce can be classified according to the transaction partners such as: 

 

 Business-to-Business (B2B) 

 Business-to-Consumer (B2C) 

 Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) 

 Consumer-to-Business (C2B)  

As e-Commerce grows, it becomes more vital for business organizations to ensure that their networked 

infrastructure, Consumer DB (databases), IPR (intellectual property rights) and trade secrets remain uncompromised 

to security breach, while avoiding the possibility of business disruption and loss (BC/DR) of revenue.E-Commerce 
security must include a set of procedures, mechanisms and computer programsfor authenticating the source of 

information and guaranteeing the process (Kim C. et al., 2009).Now a day‟s Consumerprocuring various goods 

through the Internet using secure protocols(HTTPS,SSL,TLS) and electronic payment services(VeriSign). In short 

security is being needed or obvious for any online transactions so that crackers cannot hack or stolen the password 

or sensitive (Personnel) data.Therefore, it is very important to make the internet safe for buying and selling products 

on-line. 

 

In this paper, we discuss some security related issues related about Buyer and Seller prospective in e-commerce; 

firstly, wediscuss more recent security attacks and some basic definition. Next, we sum up possible security 

solutions. We hope these provided solution will be helpful inestablishing a wealthy and prosperous e-commerce 

platform. 
 

2. Research Objective: 
 

1. To conceptually examines the latest security issues. 

2. To analyze the provide security related solutions. 

 

3. ProblemDefinition: 

Now a day‟s information security is the essentialneed to protect information on virtual worldin a typical e-

Commerce practice there are basically threeentities areinvolved. Shopper (buyer), merchant (Seller), third-party 

(Software vendor). The cracker is the entity, whose aim is to utilize the other three entities for illegitimate 

gains.Web sphere Commerce application may consist of one or various phases of a typical business transaction, and 
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there exist several possibilities to model these phasesfirst, the seller makes an offer for specific (information) goods 

or services. Secondly, according to this offer, the buyer may submit the order online. Lastly the buyer makes a 

payment and the sellerdelivers the goods or services to the buyer. The service of the payment system may 

encompass many techniques, such as net banking, post office, and cash on delivery (C.O.D), digital cash and so on.  

 

Merchant and consumers are still reluctant to involve in transaction through e-commerce, becauseinformation 
security concerns are often mentioned as being the single most vital barrier.  

 

3.1 Attacker target points: 

 Shopper(Buyer) 

 Shopper(Buyer) computer 

 Network connection between shopper(Buyer) and Web site's server(Merchant) 

 Web site's server 

 Software vendor(Third-Party) 

 

Figure 3.1 Attacker target Points. 

3.2 Common Security Technical flaws in e-commerce Systems : 

3.2.1 Session stalking attacks: session tracking threats and attacks generally performs to e-hack  
into e-commerce world. 

 

a) Session Cloning: The consumer requests for resource from the web server during his established session. 

An attacker (sessionthief) can guess, steal, or capture the consumer‟s Session-ID, and then the attacker may 

be able to use Session-ID, instead of consumer during the established session.  

b) IP Hoping attack: In this phase basically a consumer changes his IP (internet protocol) address between 
the sessions so session allows the consumer to access the resources without re-authentication of the 

consumer‟s in this situation an attacker will be able to perform the ip-spoofing attack. 

 

3.2.2 Sniffing the networks:  A network sniffing technique monitors the data which run over the computer 

network links. In network sniffing an attacker generally monitor the each and every incoming and outgoing 

packet and the network check points also. The attacker monitors the data between the shopper's workstation 

and the server. Attacker accumulates data about the consumer or takesprivatedata, such as credit card 

numbers. Theintruder sits in the central of the network, then within the range of the Internet. A demand 
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from the client to the server computer is broke into small pieces known as packets as it leaves the client's 

workstation and is reassembled at the server. The packets of a request are sent through diverse routes.  

 

3.2.3 Attack based on knowing server vulnerability: By the performing the process of banner grabbing an 

attacker will get the information about the bugs which exist in the server. Once an attacker will find the 

information of the server and hosted application he will be able to perform the attack. The vulnerabilities 

like which a server can hold are : 

a) Server not configured properly. 

b) Digital Certificate Spoofing. 

c) Virtual Directory Disclosure Vulnerability. 

d) WebcartCommand Execution Vulnerability. 

e) Network Remote Command Execution Vulnerability. 

f) CGI vulnerability. 

The attacker analyzes the site to find what types of software are used on the site of the merchant 

(seller).Then attacker proceeds to find what patches were issued for the server and the application of the 

merchant. Attacker exploits the merchant server and applications using the malicious patches. He/she 

proceeds to try each and every type of the exploits. Hence an attacker gathers the information of the 

merchant server and the applications and then he exploit the vulnerability and perform the attack. 

3.2.4 Attack based  on root exploitation of the server: 

To gain access into the server an attacker use bunch of codes. By implementing some code attacker would 

be able to access onto the server. In  root exploits attack, attacker has some set of commands which takes 

an advantage over fault of server. 

Root exploits category can define in two ways- 

a) Buffer overflow attacks: When we store more data into buffer  there might be chance of Buffer 

overflow. By over write the content an intrudercan execute some unpredictable activities. The main reason 

behind buffer overflow attack is due to improper input validation. 

 

b) Executing scripts against a server: Attacker tries to deploy scripts in the URL or in the search box or 

in some feedback form to retrieve information from his server. This technique is generally used when the 

attacker tries to retrieve data from the server's database and when the attacker tries to destroy the source 

code which is hosted on the server directory and attacker can also destroy the database using harmful 

scripts. These scripts can be reflected, stored, Document object model base scripts and may be in form of 

cross site flashing. 

 

3.2.5 E-shoplifting attack: E-shoplifting attack is the alteration of the real price of the goods or products by an 

attacker between the shopping cart website and payment processing. This is one of the most powerful 

attacks in e-commerce transaction. An attacker crawl all of the applications links using some intercepting 

proxies and focus on the passing GET and POST method parameters. Attacker focus on the parameter 

which is passes by the GET, POST, and querystringMethods, after the clicking on “purchase now” or 

“order now”. For instance, websites that use zaakpay.com commonly pass the hidden field amount when 

the user clicks a Purchase Now or Order Now button. Instead of just clicking that button, a malicious user 

could save the HTML for the page to their local PC and modify the HTML to change the amount before 
continuing with the bill-payment. When the parameter examined, intruderexecutes the reverse engineering 

method and insert the changed data into URL. 

 

The parameter which passes by post method will be like- 
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Part No=OS0015&Item=Shirts&Price=$100&qty=1&buy.x=16&buy.y=5 

 

For instance, Attacker can tamper original price from $100 to $1 and insert that value in the URL. 

 

Part No=OS0015&Item=Shirts&Price=$1&qty=1&buy.x=16&buy.y=5 
 

3.2.6 Other Attacks: 
 

S. No Name of Attack Loss Acquire Solution 

1 Distributed Denial of 

Service Attack 

Buyer and Merchant  Establish a Firewall which can prevent SYN, 

ICMP packets. And That firewall should be 

able to prevent the creation of Handler, so that 

botnet will not create. 

2 Cross Site Request 

Forgery 

Merchant Always use Secret Encrypted Cookie and 

Strong mechanism to Generate a cookie so that 

nobody would be able to recognize. 

3. Session Fixation Merchant The Cookie before Authentication and After 

Authentication should be different. 

4.  SQL injection Merchant Use Secure coding 

5. Cross site Scripting Buyer and Merchant Use proper Input Validation  

6. Server side include 

Attack 

 

      Merchant 

Try to avoid 

< ! # = / . " - > 

And  

< !--#exec cmd="cd C:\admin\dir"> 

 

Kind of statements. 

 

 

7. Shell Uploading Merchant Implement a Strong server and prevent those 

modules from server which is not needed to be 

access. 

 

8. Authorization Bypass 
Schema base Attack 

Merchant Use strong cookie mechanism in encrypted 
format and do not use cookie attribute like http 

Only, domain, expire, path, secure 

 

9. Authentication Bypass 

Attack 

Buyer and Merchant 1. We should use Strong Sessionid, and 

COOKIE attributes in encrypted Format. 

2. The hidden parameters should be also in 

encrypted form. 

10 Race Condition Attack Merchant Implement Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, 

Durability property. 

11. Code Injection Attack Buyer and Merchant Use proper input validation. 

12. Buffer Overflow based 

Attack 

Buyer and Merchant 1.Avoid strcpy(),gets() kind of function,  

2. Implement Dynamic Memory Allocation 

Process to save and avoid the Buffer Overflow. 

13. Session Exploitation 

Based Attack 

Buyer and Merchant 1. We should use Strong Sessionid, and 

COOKIE attributes in encrypted Format. 
2. The hidden parameters should be also in 

encrypted form. 

14. Remote File Inclusion 

Attack 

Merchant 1. DB network daemon should not be allowed 

to accept the remote request from untrusted 

party. 
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15. Phishing  Buyer and Merchant USE Trusted Digital Certificates 

16. Brute Force Attack Buyer and Merchant 1.Maximum 3 attempts we should provide to 

check the authentication 

2.Scratch cards we can use 

  3. Grid Tokens we can use to prevent it. 

17. OS Commanding  Merchant  

18. XML injection Merchant Proper Input Validation 

19.  X-PATH injection Merchant Proper Input Validation 

20. Cross Site Flashing 

Attack 

Merchant Proper Input Validation 

21. LDAP injection  Merchant Proper Input Validation 

22. Privilege Escalation 

Attack 

Buyer and Merchant 1. Require Multifactor authentication to stop it. 

2.Use Bound Checkers  

Table : Possible attack at Merchant and Buyer end 

 

 

4. Solution for Security Issue: 
 

Shielding and securing your area of cyberspace so that your organization can enjoy the rewards of e-Commerce 
presents a strategic challenge. 

 

 
 

4.1 Session Stalking Attack:  

We can dynamically change the name of session to prevent SessionStalking. 

A) Session Cloning:Ensure that the session ID cannot be predicted, intercepted, or theft. Key lines include strong 

algorithm to generate unique value, long, randomly generated session ids to avoid measurement, and avoiding the 

practice of passing session ids in URL‟sin order to prevent theft or fabrication. Additional mechanisms such as the 

use of logout and browser cache management should be strong to prevent session cloning. We should establish a 

mechanism, to prevent the user from changing his IP address in mid-session. 
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B) IP Hoping:Server tracks the user IP address for the duration of the session; this introduces functionality 

problems for users going through web proxies. Some proxies fail to keep the session passing through the same proxy 

for the entire session. Thus, the session appears, by no fault of the user, to change IP addresses when the proxy 

routes the user through a different proxy in mid-session. Such behavior has been reported with some large ISP‟s 

.Therefore, Web applications that terminate user sessions because they change IP addresses in mid-session terminate 

legitimate users whose ISP‟sare using faulty or misconfigured proxies. We should implement session inactivity 

time-out. Place the session ID within a secure, non-persistent cookie whenever functionality permits and that should 

be in encrypted format. 

4.2. Solution for Sniffing the Network: 

To prevent network sniffing we could employ an IP level encryption by using protocols like IPSec,. To prevent 

network sniffing deep packet inspection we can implement. A deep packet inspection program provides packet 

inspection of all data transmitted over the network. We can implement Control Information Movement (CIM), this 
software should be able to recognize and prevent movement of information, for example through USB drive, by 

unauthorized individuals. To prevent sniffing of the network we should regular check the bandwidth of the network 

devices and we should check the statistics of the network devices. Network assets need to be documented to 

determine how to stop network sniffing. It should be documented that which software is in devices and how each 

device connects to one another. 

 

4.3. Solution for Attack based on knowing server vulnerability: 
We can develop strong cryptographic key management (by using ISAKMP protocols and by taking large big prime 

pseudo random number) to develop digital signature to prevent unauthorized Digital Certificates Spoofing (3.2.3 b). 
 

Weak servers suffer by shell remote code execution vulnerability (3.2.3 e). So to prevent it we can disallow those 

directories which are not required to access publicly in terms to preserve the security of server, because once these 

shell upload in server directory, so these shell destroy the all source code which is hosted on the server and can 

perform harmful activity. 

 

CGI Vulnerability Script (3.2.3 f) can update PIN or password. CGI scripts can erase the existing account. By 

preventive CGI scripts to the CGI-bin directory and by setting up approvals so that only the Web administrator can 

install these scripts so we can evade this problem. You should attempt to find ways not to open a shell. In the 

infrequent cases when you have no choice, you should always scan the arguments for shell meta-characters and 

remove them. The list of shell meta-characters is extensive: <>\"&;`'?\r~|{}*^()[]$\n 

 

4.4. Attack based on root exploitation of server: 
Server should permit only that component which is required to be access. Unreasonably the application should not 

be open for one and all. The ports like 1521 of DB Listener should be closed. The check points of firewall, router 

should be accurately configured. Router should retain the access list. Applications and their co-domain should be 

properly configured. Server should not encompass old, unreferenced files because an old file comprises the old 

vulnerability of the server and an unreferenced file contains the strong functionality to steal the script which hosted 

on the server. 

 
A major source of security flaws due to unsecure coding practices that allowed character to buffers overflow (3.2.4 

a) when reading in user input. Here's a simple example of the problem: 

 

#include <stdlib.h>     #include <stdio.h> 

Static char query_string[1024]; 

Char* read_POST() { 

Intquery_size; 

Query_size=atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH")); 

Fread(query_string,query_size,1,stdin); 

Return query_string;  } 
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The difficulty here is that the author has made the guesstimate that user input sent by a POST request will never 

overdo the size of the static input buffer, 1024 bytes in this example. This is not worthy. Anintruder can breakdown 

this type of program by providing input many times that size. The buffer overflows and crunches the program; in 

some situations the crack can be misused by the intruder to install commands remotely. 

Here's a simple version of the read_POST() function that prevent this difficulty by allocating the buffer dynamically. 
If there isn't enough memory to hold the input, it returns NULL: 

 

Char* read_POST() 

{ 

Intquery_size=atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH")); 

Char* query_string = (char*) malloc(query_size); 

If (query_string != NULL) 

Fread(query_string,query_size,1,stdin);return query_string;} 

 

 

Of course, once you've read in the data, you should carry onto make sure your buffers don't overflow.Strcpy(), 

strcat() and other string functions that blindly copy strings until they reach the end. Use the strncpy() and strncat() 
calls instead. 

 

   #define MAXLEN 255 

Char mystring[MAXLEN + sizeof('\0')]; 

Char* query = read_POST(); 

Assert(query != NULL); 

Strncpy(mystring,query,MAXLEN); 

Mystring[MAXLEN]='\0';       

 

4.5. Solution for E-Shop lifting attack: To prevent attack E-shoplifting we should maintain a proper input 
validation. We should provide a mechanism to prevent improper use of cookies attributes, exposed session variables. 

We should prevent poor session and stop tracking. 

To deploy the security the HTML and client side scripting should not be tamper. We should deploy proper database 

integration. There should be a mechanism which does not allowed an attacker to view the hidden parameters. The 

web application should be develop in accordance with secure coding. 

Secure Coding: There should be a secure script which can avoid the unwanted alteration in the price of products. 

 

<Script> 

Function rechecks (entity) { 

If((isnan(entity.value) || entity.value<= 0) || (entity.value!=entity.realvalue_product)) 
{ 

Session.out(); //session should be terminated here 

} 

Else 

{ 

Entity.focus(); 

Return true;} 

</script> 

 

4.6 Participate in Mutual Initiatives: 
 

There are private as well public sector that mutually initiate to assist in protecting our use of the Internet, including: 

 

a) The CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team) Coordination Center, a government sponsored and 

privately manage clearinghouse for data on computer vulnerabilities. CERT team consist of many 

experienced IT professional , who contributes as well respond to cyber crime or incident.   
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b) Information Sharing and Analysis Centers : ISAC objective to provide intelligence on cyber threats 

between private sector and government   

c) The Cyber Consequences Unit (CCU), a division of Homeland Security advisory group, more focused 

towards preventing private sector cyber incidents. 

 

4.7Adopt Enterprise Best Practices : 
 

a) Employ defense-in-depth strategies that guard against single point failures in any specific technology. 

These should include implementing any regularly updated antivirus, firewall, and intrusion detection and 

intrusion protection solutions.  

b) Configure mail servers to block or remove e-mail that contains attachments that are commonly used to 
spread viruses, e.g., .VBS, .BAT and .EXE files. 

c) Test your system security on a regular basis, Following are Best practice used in Org. 

d) Maintain strict security discipline as well awareness around user management for various Internet services 

 

(Source : CSI) 

 

5. Conclusion: 

E-commerce gradually improving—a trend we‟ve seen for several years. A lot of study on e-commerce security is 

going on and many security products and systems of e-commerce are being developed and sold. The best we can do 

is to show that a specific system is resistant against a set of well-known attacks. Among current attacks, there are a 

growing number of highly sophisticated attacks .The attacks are also more malign. Huge money is lost when an 

attack is successful. More records are breached. And the field is changing to the attacker‟s advantage. 
 

E-Commerce security must be one of a strategic governance activity and requires a more synchronized and focused 

effort from the national and international society, governments and the private sector. A worthy, rigid, dedicated 

effort from the companies and the government is desired to win the trust of the consumers. Both technical 

protections and meeting regulatory compliance are important elements for improving consumers‟ perceived security, 

which is positively associated to consumers‟ perceived trust and increase e-Commerce usage. 

 

In summary, E-Commerce Security should be considered with maximum importance and appropriate steps should 

be taken to implement comprehensive security practices on e-commerce sites. It is in the best interest of the E-

Commerce entire community to follow good privacy practices, implement good security methods, and protect 

consumers‟ information in the interest of growing the Ecommerce activity and helping the industry improve.  

Organization should deploy regulatory compliance efforts to have positive effect on their security programs. 
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